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1. Introduction 
Fluctuation of glacier mass balance can be an indicator of climate change. Also, discharge from a glacier is necessary for 
water resources in arid region because glacier melt water is quasi-sustainable water resource.  
Asian glaciers show outstanding negative trend. There are many glaciers in Altai mountain range. It is revealed that glaciers 
in western Mongolia are retreating by Satellite image (Kadota and Gombo, 2007). However, less information has been 
obtained for Mongolian Altai because there were few glaciological and climatological observations in and around the glaciated 
area. In order to understand climatological situation of glaciated area and show it in a climate model, climatological research 
has done for the glacier area in western Mongolia. 
 
2. Study area 
Although Mongolia is arid region, there is much snow and many glaciers in Mongolian Altain, westerrn Mongolia. Potanin 
glacier(N49º09’, E88º55’) situates from 2873m a.s.l. to 4365m a.s.l. ; its area was estimated to be 24.34 km2 and next to the 
border betwenn Mongolia, Russia and China. Ulgii is on 1730m a.s.l. and the westest city in Mongolia. Climatological 
observation are also done at 2000m a.s.l. and 2300m a.s.l. in between the glacier and Ulgii.  
 
3. Method 
Ten years temperature fluctuation was examined with station data in Mongolia and Russia, observation at the glacier and 
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data for the glaciated area in western Mongolia. Observational data are obtained from the 
meteorological observation conducted on Potanin glacier and some place between the glacier and Ulgii and compared with the 
other data. The observation elements are air temperature, relative humidity, wind direction, wind speed, precipitation, 
atmospheric pressure, surface melt and shortwave and longwave radiation. 
 
4. Result 
4.1. Air temperature 
Warming trend was seen in Mongolia as same as in Russia for last 50 years. The data at the Ulgii (climate station) show same 
fluctuation as reanalysis data, and glacier showed higher in summer and lower in winter. Temperature Lapse rate was higher 
above the glacier than that around the glacier. 
4.2. precipitation 
Number of snow fall days were decreasing although long term snow quantity did not show remarkable tendency. Areal 
variability of snow pack was large and altitudinal dependency was not seen as shown in Sugiura et al. (2008). Winter 
accumulation in ablation area of the glacier was very small. 
4.3. Climate of glacier and of synoptic scale 
There is many clear days and much global radiation in western Mongolia including glacier area. 
Snowpack variability is large and it is difficult to estimate the quantity in glacier area. Precipitation is decreasing from glacier 
to lowland. Precipitation event is same in the area less than 100km and different from Ulgii. 
Air temperature and wind speed show high correlation and albedo, relative humidity and wind direction show low correlation 
between on the glacier and outside. 
 
5. Discussion 
From the energy balance calculation with meteorological data at the glacier, it was revealed that global radiation was the 
dominant heat source for the surface ablation (Konya et al, 2010). Precipitation as snow and temperature are supposed to take 
an important role for accumulation.  
Summer accumulation was reported for Russian Altai (Fujita et al. 2004). In Mongolia, snow fall occurs only in winter in 
lowland. Thus, net balance in accumulation area is negative due to small snow in winter and large melt in summer and that in 





































・熱収支計算の結果から融解には放射が大きく寄与することが分かっている（Konya et al., 2010）ため、涵養には
積雪/降雪量と気温の変化が大きな影響を与えていると考えられる。 
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